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• My Work



Buzzing Digital Agriculture

“Working for farmers, 

Dot completes tasks 

autonomously and 

enables farmers to 

spend more of their 

time focusing on the 

overall operation of 

their farms?...
https://seedotrun.com/about

.php

https://seedotrun.com/about.php


Digitising ‘the farm’
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Digital Agriculture in Practice



Emerging Issues and Questions

Environmental Economic 
implications

Big Data 
issues

Socio-cultural 
impacts??



Emerging Issues and Questions

Social impacts?? 
AGRICULTURAL-RURAL LANDSCAPES



???...To the countryside
Rose and Chilvers (2018: 1) “…agricultural societies (rural 

areas) may be changed, or “re-scripted’’

Carolan (2017: 145), mentions of producers

expressing anxieties over “how this (digital

technologies) “seemingly ‘objective’ technology

amplifies particular characteristics while

undermining other qualities that they believe are

essential for creating healthy rural communities”.



What we are doing

Social/human dimensions of digital technologies in 
agriculture

 Data governance and management

 Changing farming practices and rural communities



What I am doing

1. How is the digital transformation manifesting in distinctive agricultural 

landscapes? - Who is using which digital agricultural technologies in what, 

where, and why?

2. In which ways are digital technologies changing farming practices, and what 

further changes are perceived by farmers/producers and other stakeholders?

3. How do farmers and other stakeholders perceive of the impacts of digital 

agriculture on their (rural) communities?

4. How do we ensure an inclusive and sustainable agriculture 4.0 transition in 

diverse agricultural (rural) landscapes? 



Where are we?



Next Steps

Interviews with farmers, technology retailers, service providers, and 

communities in Canada (Southwestern Ontario)

Field work in Ghana to examine the dynamics of digitization in that context by 

talking to farmers and technology services providers.



Conclusion: Implications for rural

Research 

Spaces for further research





Questions

AND

Suggestions

What elements in our rural communities or rural life should we be 

interested in understanding in the face of digital disruptions? What 

should we care about?
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